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Introduction

A guide rather than an answer 
This document represents Brooks Macdonald’s view on the areas that advisers should 
consider when developing their suitability process to incorporate responsible investing 
preferences. It should not be treated as a fully formed solution as each adviser is best placed to 
decide what works for their business and clients, however we hope that it will trigger internal 
debate and be a useful input into those discussions.  

Why now?

There are several reasons why it is a good time to start engaging with your clients on 
responsible investing. 

Changing regulations - while we may not know the exact shape of future 
regulatory changes, current proposals indicate that assessing client’ sustainability 
preferences will be required. 

Future proof your business - Brooks Macdonald commissioned some research 
in 2019 where 800 individuals were surveyed on their views on responsible 
investing. One of our key findings was that interest was high across all age groups, 
however interest in the under 40 category was particularly high, with 94% saying 
they already used a responsible investing solution or would be interested in doing 
so. Responsible investing therefore gives advisers an opportunity to connect with 
the next generation of clients. 

Strengthen client relationships - discussing personal interests and values also 
gives you the opportunity to build closer relationships with your clients and 
engage them in a fresh way. 

Potential performance benefits - there is a growing body of evidence that suggests 
responsible investing solutions may provide superior longer-term returns,  
which is also broadening client motivations and interest.

We believe that developing an approach to assessing clients’ responsible investment 
preferences now will help advisers strengthen their proposition, helping meet the needs of a 
growing proportion of current and future clients. 
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Regulatory backdrop

Proposed new regulations will oblige advisers to 
evaluate clients’ responsible investing preferences. 

Under new proposals1 that form part of the EU Sustainable Finance Action plan, advisers 
will be required to ask questions to identify their clients’ ‘sustainability preferences’ and 
recommend products and services that are suitable on this basis.1

Advisers will be required to explain to clients in suitability reports how their preferences 
have been incorporated into the recommendation.  Advisers  will also be required to have 
adequate policies and procedures in place to ensure that they understand the sustainability 
features of any product and services that are recommended.

The draft regulation is clear that sustainability preferences should not take precedence over a 
clients’ investment objective. Sustainability preferences should only be addressed within the 
suitability process once the clients’ investment objectives, risk level and time horizon have 
been identified.

This is to prevent a scenario where an unacceptable amount of risk is taken in order to meet 
the clients’ specific responsible investing preferences.

Whilst the rules are scheduled to come into force in the EU from 2021 onwards it remains to 
be seen exactly how the FCA plan to implement these rules post Brexit.

However, the FCA has already indicated that sustainability risks should be appropriately 
considered in advisory processes and that gathering sufficient information on clients’ 
investment objectives can include the understanding of clients’ responsible investing 
preferences.2

Once the new rules are implemented in the UK there may be a requirement to evolve advice 
processes to take into account any specific regulatory requirements.

1      Draft delegated regulation amending Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565 as regards the integration of sustainability factors, risks and 
preferences into certain organisational requirements and operating conditions for investment firm

2     Section 4.53 FS19/6 Climate Change and Green Finance: summary of responses and next step
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Assessing responsible investing preferences  

We believe there are 5 key areas that you may want 
to consider when developing your responsible 
investing suitability approach. Although we have 
ordered them in a way that we believe creates a 
logical flow, they are adaptable, and advisers may 
wish to consider how best to incorporate them into 
their process.  

When considering each section, we believe that it may be helpful to initially use some 
statements with clients that they can either agree, disagree or partially agree with in order 
to establish initial understanding and viewpoints. In our opinion it is then important to build 
on these statements, discussing the reactions, exploring any inconsistencies and developing 
a deeper understanding of a clients’ objectives. The reactions to the statements in isolation 
will unlikely provide the full picture and it is possible that clients initial reactions will change 
through the course of your conversation.  

We have started by explaining the relevance of each section, before providing some example 
statements and how the conversation may develop with areas to consider.

Knowledge, understanding and motives 

Narrow vs broad preferences

Alignment to financial objectives  

Responsible investing approaches  

Proportion of assets  

1

2

3

4

5
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1 Knowledge, understanding and motives

Why? 
It is important to gauge knowledge and understanding of responsible 
investing, because your client will not be able to make informed decisions 
if they lack adequate knowledge on this subject. Therefore it may be helpful 
to briefly outline what responsible investment means at the very start to 
set the scene. We recommend keeping this simple, focusing on the ability 
to incorporate a defined set of non-financial or ethical preferences usually 
based around environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations 
into an investment portfolio. It is worth remembering not everyone views 
responsible investing through an ‘ethical’ lens – some have simply identified 
sustainable approaches as a growth opportunity to capitalise upon.  

Example statements  
•    I would like to consider environmental, social or ethical issues in  

my investments: 

-  as I would like my values reflected in my investments 

-  as I believe it can lead to better financial performance 

-  other 

•    I do not want to consider environmental, social or ethical issues in my 
investments  

-  as I believe it will likely lead to worse financial performance 

-  as I want to have an unconstrained portfolio  

-  other 

•    I would like to find out more how environmental, social or ethical 
considerations can be incorporated into my investments.   

Developing the discussion 

If a client is sufficiently knowledgeable to make informed decisions, but 
remains expressly disinterested in responsible investing, you may decide to 
end the conversation at this stage.  

It is important that a lack of understanding is not conflated with a lack of 
interest and your suitability process should adequately distinguish between 
the two. The misconception that responsible investing inherently has an 
adverse effect on performance is widely held, and it may be useful to briefly 
address this at the outset to ensure clients do not rule out responsible 
investing due to misinformation. This will then be expanded on during the 
‘alignment to financial objectives’ section.    

Gauging knowledge at the outset allows you the opportunity to pitch 
your conversations at an appropriate level. It also ensures that lack of 
understanding is not an unbending barrier to investing; instead it gives you 
the adviser the opportunity to address shortfalls. 

There is no singular type of investor and ascertaining motives can enhance 
your relationship by tailoring conversations in a way that resonates with 
your client.  
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Narrow vs broad preferences

Why? 

Some clients may be interested in specific issues, whereas others may not 
but want to know that their investments are having a positive impact on 
the environment and society more broadly. Below are some examples of 
common ESG issues that clients may wish to discuss.

It is important to establish a clients’ position and any specific preferences 
that they would like to reflect. You also need to understand ‘how’ specific 
the client preferences are. For example, if a client wants to avoid a certain 
product, is this based on companies that produce that product or also 
companies that sell it? Establishing the specificity of preferences will also be 
important when discussing the alignment to financial objectives. 

Example statements  
•    I have specific values/ areas of interest and I only want these to be 

considered within my mandate  

-  provide details of specific values 

•    I have specific values/ areas of interest however I am happy to consider 
broader solutions   

-   provide details of specific values 

•    I do not have specific values/ areas of interest that I would like to be 
reflected, instead I would like to take a broader approach to responsible 
investing encompassing a wide range of environmental, social and 
governance themes.  

Developing the discussion 
Once an initial view has been established through the relevant responses, 
it is important to explore the reasoning behind it in greater depth. It can be 
helpful to discuss the scope of considerations that responsible investing 
solutions can cover. It is not uncommon for clients to initially focus on a 
single issue that has received high levels of press attention, for example 
climate change, and may be less aware of the broader sustainability 
landscape, for example social issues like health and wellbeing, safety or 
education. Following this discussion some clients may wish to broaden their 
approach whereas others will maintain focus on specific issues. 

2

Environmental Social Governance

Renewable energy Health and Wellbeing Accountability 

Waste and recycling
Community  
empowerment

Corporate culture

Loss of ecosystems Education Diversity

Sustainable transport Social mobility Transparency
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Alignment to financial objectives

Why? 

The proposed EU regulations recommend that responsible investment 
preferences should not outweigh the clients’ financial objectives. Therefore, 
it is important to assess the clients’ preferences in this context, whilst also 
considering the clients priorities. 

Example Statements and Questions     

•    I am willing to sacrifice investment returns to ensure my responsible 
investment preferences are met.

•    I am not willing to sacrifice investment returns to ensure my responsible  
investment preferences are met.

Developing the discussion 

It is our expectation that taking a broad approach to responsible investing 
should not impact a clients’ financial objectives. Indeed, there is a growing 
body of evidence to suggest that it may increase longer term returns. In our 
opinion the one exception to this is if a client has a ‘low risk’ mandate, this is 
due to a more restricted investment universe in lower risk assets. We expect 
this to change over time as the universe expands and suitable investments 
are developed. 

If the client has complex specific views (e.g. long list of exclusions) you can 
discuss the impact of this approach on diversification and the potential 
impacts on investment performance before exploring if the client is willing 
to give up investment returns to meet specific goals. 

If a narrow focus hinders diversification and increases risk outside of the 
clients’ tolerance, the approach should not be recommended to the client.

3
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Responsible investing approaches 

Why? 

Once ‘knowledge, understanding and motives’, ‘breadth of preferences’, and 
‘alignment to financial objectives’ has been established it may be helpful 
to start discussing how these preferences may be incorporated into an 
investment solution. Using initial statements can still be helpful as clients 
may have a clear idea of how they would like to align their investments with 
their preferences, or the statements themselves can lead to questions from 
clients on how they can be implemented.

Example Statements     

•    I would like to invest my money in a way that creates positive impact for 
the people and planet 

•    Avoiding companies that do not align with my specific values is more 
important to me than investing in companies that are proactively 
improving the world we live in  

•    I am interested in companies that are developing solutions to global 
challenges

•    I would like to invest in responsible companies that are proactively 
reducing their negative impacts on the environment and society and 
increasing the positive impacts

•    I want my investment manager to encourage better management of 
Environmental, Social and Governance issues within the businesses that 
they are invested

•    I would like investment risks relating to poor management of 
Environmental, Social and/or Governance issues to be a consideration in 
investment selection.

4
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Responsible investing approaches 

Developing the discussion  

The responsible investing landscape is broad with confusing and 
inconsistent terminology, which can result in people not engaging with it. 
Using a graphic that highlights the responsible investing approaches, with 
the key characteristics, can be a helpful tool in framing a conversation 
and tying in the reactions to the statements. Instead of trying to capture 
every term used we have attempted to simplify how to communicate the 
investment landscape. This is shown in the below table, along with how 
our services align. In the Appendix, we have provided a more detailed 
explanation of each approach, and the level of detail can be tailored to each 
client. In many cases keeping it simple is best, but some individuals may 
want more information.  

Although it is important to understand the variety of investment approaches 
it is also important to understand how they can overlap within a responsible 
investing solution, and how a clients’ preferences may be met through 
a combination of approaches. As an example of this, our Responsible 
Investment Service (RIS) ‘Advance’ strategy focuses on ESG Leaders, 
Sustainability Themes and Impact approaches.  

If a client indicates that they are interested in avoiding certain investments it 
is helpful to explore this in the conversation. In some cases clients will want 
the security of knowing that there are hard exclusionary screens in place 
(explicit exclusions). Whereas others may be comfortable with an approach 
that does not have explicit exclusions but is unlikely to have exposure 
to controversial sectors, due to their focus on investments with strong 
Environmental, Social and Governance ESG characteristics, or investments 
which are providing solutions to sustainability issues through their products 
and service. 

A discussion around the different approaches to responsible investing is key 
to working out how a clients’ preferences can be reflected in their investment 
mandate. Depending on the clients’ knowledge and understanding it can 
also be a helpful educational tool as some may not be aware of the range of 
solutions available to them and this may cause them to re-assess their initial 
views.  

4

Name Traditional 
analysis only ESG Integration Negative 

screening ESG Leaders Sustainability Themes Impact Philanthropy

Approach

Only 
considers 

traditional 
financial 
metrics

Use ESG 
analysis to gain 
a more holistic 

understanding of 
business risks

Exclude 
certain 

business 
practices or 

sectors

Use ESG analysis 
to identify 

businesses that 
perform best in 

their sector based 
on sustainability 

criteria 

Investing in businesses 
which are creating 

solutions to combat the 
challenges that the planet 

and society face on a 
thematic basis

An extension of thematic 
investing with the 

added requirement of 
investments having a 

measurable benefit to the 
environment or society 

and reporting on this 

No financial 
return

Stewardship

Purpose Identify risks Exclusions Leaders Solutions

BM Service BM core services Avoid Advance
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Proportion of assets

Why? 

Since many clients will be new to the arena of responsible investing, some 
may feel more comfortable investing only a proportion of their assets, 
alongside an unconstrained, more traditional approach. Others will want to 
invest all their funds because they either want to fully align their portfolio 
with their values, or they believe it represents the best opportunity for strong 
investment performance.  

Example Statements and Questions     

•    I would like to invest all my investable assets in line with my responsible 
investing preferences 

•    I would like to invest a proportion of my investable assets in line with my 
responsible investing preferences 

-  Specify amount 

Developing the discussion 

If a client wishes to only invest a proportion of assets into a responsible 
investing solution, then it is important to establish what proportion is right 
for them. You may also want to discuss the options for the remaining funds 
finding a combination that is suitable for the clients’ needs. 

5
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Appendix: Responsible investing approaches

Traditional analysis only 
Approach: Conducting traditional financial analysis on an investment. For example, 
assessing the strength of a company’s balance sheet, the visibility of their cash flows, the 
barriers to entry in their markets, etc. No attention is paid to the environmental or social 
outputs of the business. This is not a responsible investing strategy, however, it can be helpful 
to include it in your conversation to provide context.  

Purpose: The purpose of traditional analysis is to identify investments with strong financial 
characteristics that are trading on an attractive valuation. 

ESG integration     

Approach: ESG analysis involves assessing a company’s policies and outputs across the three 
pillars shown below with examples of things that can be considered.  

Environmental: Carbon emissions, water usage, waste management  

Social: Employee relations, diversity, supply chain management 

Governance: Executive pay, accountability, board diversity 

ESG analysis is a useful tool as it can be conducted on any business across all sectors. 
Although it has broad application, the emphasis on each pillar may vary between 
sectors. For example, the environmental impacts within the manufacturing industry 
may have a higher weighting than the financial services sector.  

It is important to note that ESG analysis predominantly concentrates on the internal 
operations of a company (i.e how the business works rather than what products or 
services the company provides).  

ESG analysis will then be considered alongside traditional analysis to create an overall 
view on an investments outlook. 

Purpose: How you use ESG analysis can vary, ESG integration involves using it to gain a more 
holistic understanding of the risks to a business. For example, if a business has a very high 
carbon footprint, it could be vulnerable to increasing regulation or taxation over the years.  

An important point to note is that integrating ESG is not always compatible with a values-
based mandate. A manager may still invest in a company with poor ESG characteristics if 
they believe the valuation is attractive.
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ESG Leaders  

Approach: The approach to analysis is similar to ESG integration, however, the intention is 
different. With ESG Leaders, you are looking to identify the companies that are performing 
best on ESG characteristics within each sector. These companies represent the initial 
universe from which you can build a portfolio.  

Like ESG integration, you also use traditional analysis to ensure the investments you 
select have strong fundamentals, however, there are minimum requirements on ESG 
characteristics. The bar can be set at varying levels, such as only investing in the top 50% of 
company’s (on ESG characteristics) within each sector. This approach can also be referred to 
a ‘best in class’ approach.  

Purpose: The purpose is to identify opportunities where businesses have understood their 
ESG impacts and have taken steps to reduce the negative impacts and increase positive 
impacts. This places them in a strong position to benefit from the changing regulatory 
environment as well as consumer trends. In addition to this, our opinion is that these 
strategies are more likely to be compatible with a values-based mandate than ESG integration.

Sustainability themes     

Approach: With this approach an investment strategy will identify one or several 
sustainability themes, such as cleaner energy, health and wellbeing or education. You 
then look for investments where the products or services contribute to one or more of the 
identified themes. For example, investing in a wind farm, as it provides renewable energy.  

Traditional analysis is undertaken on the thematic universe to choose the best investments 
for selection.

Purpose: The purpose it to identify businesses who are pro-actively contributing to 
improving the environment or society, not just through how they run their operations but 
also through the products and services that they provide. Similar to ESG Leaders, the motive 
for doing this can be to align with a set of values and/ or a belief that these businesses provide 
the best long-term growth opportunities.

Impact       

Approach: Impact investing is an extension of sustainability themes. It has the same starting 
point, identifying one or several sustainability themes to invest in line with. The assessments 
are then conducted on the same basis considering the products and services of businesses. 
The difference comes in how alignment to the themes are defined. In sustainability themes, 
the alignment can in some instances be subjective, within impact investing there needs to be 
a measurable contribution to a pre-defined metric. In the wind farm example, this would be 
how much renewable energy your investment has provided.  

Traditional analysis is considered alongside the impact assessment.

Purpose: The purpose of impact investing is to provide investors with a measurable 
contribution of their investment against pre-defined sustainability criteria. As with ESG 
Leaders and Sustainability themes, there can be different motives for adopting this approach.  

Stewardship       

Approach: Stewardship is an approach that can sit alongside any other active investment 
strategy. It involves using your powers as an investor to influence the behaviours of the 
businesses that you invest in. This can take the form of engagements with company 
management on issues of concern, and in the case of equity investing, aligning your voting 
activity with achieving progress on issues of concern.   

Purpose: Stewardship can be a powerful tool in encouraging businesses to address their  
ESG impacts. 

Philanthropy    

Approach: Selecting charitable causes for donation that align to your personal preferences. 
Not technically an investment approach, however, it can be helpful to include it in 
discussions to provide context.

Purpose: Provide funding with no expectation of any financial return. Not compatible with 
an investment mandate. 
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Contact   

For more information, please get in touch with your usual 
Brooks Macdonald contact.

Jersey 
First Floor, Liberation House, Castle Street, St. Helier, Jersey JE2 3AT 
T: +44 (0)1534 715 555  E: jersey@brooksmacdonald.com

Guernsey 
First Floor, Royal Chambers, St. Julian’s Avenue, St. Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 2HH 
T: +44 (0)1481 815 555  E: guernsey@brooksmacdonald.com

Important information
This document is intended for professional advisers only and should not 
be relied upon by any persons who do not have professional experience in 
matters relating to investments. 

In our ‘Avoid’ strategy, while we aim to avoid investment in the industries 
referenced, we cannot guarantee total exclusion from the portfolio. The value 
of your investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and 
neither is guaranteed.

Investors could get back less than they invested. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future results. Changes in exchange rates may have an 
adverse effect on the value of an investment. Changes in interest rates may also 
impact the value of fixed income investments. The value of your investment 
may be impacted if the issuers of underlying fixed income holdings default, 
or market perceptions of their credit risk change. There are additional risks 
associated with investments in emerging or developing markets.

The information in this document does not constitute advice, nor a 
recommendation, and investment decisions should not be made on the basis 
of it. This document is for the information of the recipient only and should not 
be reproduced, copied nor made available to others.

Brooks Macdonald is a trading name of Brooks Macdonald Asset Management 
(International) Limited and used by various other companies in the Brooks 
Macdonald group of companies.

Brooks Macdonald Asset Management (International) Limited is licensed 
and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission and its Jersey 
Branch is licensed and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. 
Brooks Macdonald Asset Management (International) Limited is a private 
limited company registered in Guernsey (No 47575) with its registered office 
at First Floor, Royal Chambers, St. Julian’s Avenue, St. Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 
2HH. Its Jersey Branch has its registered office at 5 Anley Street, Jersey, JE2 3QE.

Further information relating to the Brooks Macdonald group of companies 
can be found at brooksmacdonald.com


